2007-20 Tundra

Rear Differential Skid Plate Installation
1. Insert upper clamp brackets over axle tube, as shown in
pictures to the right.
2. Lift skid plate into place and align clamps. Carriage bolts
can be installed facing upward or downward depending on
user preference.
3. Install front pinion support assembly as shown to the right,
by first sliding larger part in over driveshaft. Then install
top bracket using supplied 3/8” x 1-1/8” bolts. Fasten to the
REAR of the main bracket. Secure assembly by installing
3/8” x 1” carriage bolts through the bottom, making sure
bracket is pushed back toward diff as far as possible for a
tight fit.
4. Make sure skid plate is centered on the differential and
check all clearances and alignment, then tighten all bolts
securely.
Enjoy the new protection!

Included Hardware Kit
A.
C.
D.
E.
F.

3/8” x 1” carriage bolts
3/8” standard hex nuts
3/8” washers
3/8” split lock-washers
3/8” x 1-1/8” grade 8 bolts*

6 ea.
8 ea.
10 ea.
8 ea.
2 ea.

Pre-assembled with Pinion Support Clamp*

Disclaimer: The products sold by RCI Metalworks are intended for off –road use only, should not be modified, and are for use only on the
vehicle(s) specifically stated. RCI Metalworks makes no warranties express or implied, including of fitness for a particular purpose or
merchantability. RCI Metalworks will not be liable for any damages arising out of the use or misuse of its products. It is the customers'
responsibility to ensure the products are safely and properly attached to the vehicle, and all products should be installed by trained
professionals. We strive to maintain extremely high quality standards; however, all RCI Metalworks products are individually handcrafted, may
vary slightly, and may contain minor imperfections. Due to the nature of raw aluminum, the material may have minor scratches and other
blemishes caused by the manufacturing process, especially on the back side of product. RCI Metalworks is constantly seeking to improve its
products and reserves the right to make changes to any product.
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